
STOPS  
FASTER.  
FULL  
STOP.

The fastest stopping time  
on the market—because  
when a limb is on the line,  
every millisecond counts.

bladestop.com
bladestop@scottautomation.com

T300



IP 67-69k 
rated

350kg 

(vary by 
options)

6-7.5 bar

(85-110 psi)

Good for your people, 
good for your business.
Over 1600 BladeStop bandsaws are  
currently in use worldwide, keeping  
operations moving and getting  
employees home safe, every day. 

 ‒ Unique dual sensing technology 

combines visual and touch 

sensing capability for reliable protection 

of the operators entire body.

 ‒ On activation, BladeStop is capable of 

bringing the blade to a full stop in less 

than 10 milliseconds—faster than any 

other safety bandsaw. 

 ‒ Quickly restart after an activation, with 

no blade change required. 

 ‒ High-end bandsaw for high-end 

products, designed for quality, hygiene, 

and safety.

 ‒ Real-time data for proactive safety 

available with BladeStop Connect.

1PH: 208-240 VAC 
3PH: 380-440 VAC

50/60 Hz

kg

BladeStop was developed by Scott 
in collaboration with MLA.

Key Features and Benefits

The new T300 has been designed and developed from the 
ground up to provide uncompromising safety to both small 
and large businesses.

 ‒ Glovecheck vision and full body sensing systems as 
standard across the range

 ‒ Compact form factor - perfect for situations where 
space is a constraint

 ‒ Dual vision monitoring to sense and record incidents for 
compliance

 ‒ Built tough for low maintenance and high durability

 ‒ Built-in motor options for fine-tuned cuts and product 
consistency

Options to Match Your Needs

 ‒ Available in both three phase and single phase 
configurations

 ‒ Optional built in compressor 
 - perfect for stand-alone single saw processing in  
   retail applications

 ‒ Sliding or fixed table options

 ‒ Fixed feet or Castor wheels for maneuverability

 ‒ BladeStop Connect operator monitoring dashboard 
 - For operator monitoring, remote assistance,  
   maintenance guides, and reporting

Smaller Footprint. 
Unparalleled Safety.


